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This edition has been produced in order to update the health and
safety legislation, with particular regard to changes relating
to fire, construction (CDM), asbestos, vibration, noise,
hazardous waste and the environment.
Design has intrinsic, economic value. To make this value
tangible, design features of buildings need to be explored,
measured, and taken into account when initiating projects and
financing their construction. It is as calculable as the
extrinsic value of a project. However, we need concepts,
strategies, methods, techniques, and tools to do just that. The
Value Based Design approach and Design-Added Value (D-AV)
methodology in this book enables architects, engineers,
contractors and owner-clients of buildings to benefit from
extraordinary design and construction features. It explains the
rationale and motivation for D-AV methodology, outlines and
illustrates this methodology with examples, provides complete
and detailed examples of how the key analysis techniques work
through historical case studies, and describes specific methods
used in application of the D-AV methodology, such as Bayesian
statistics, cost benefit analysis, pairwise comparison
techniques, cognitive walkthroughs, and optimization.
Unpacking Construction Site Safety provides a different
perspective of safety in practice. • examines how useful the
concept of safety actually is to the development of effective
management interventions• providing new insights and information
to the audience, and assist in a more informed development of
new approaches in practice• aimed at safety and construction
management practitioners as well as academics
This proceedings book focuses on innovation, cooperation, and
sustainable development in the fields of construction management
and real estate. The book provides a detailed analysis and
description of the disciplinary frontiers in the field of
building management and real estate and how they can be promoted
in the context of the epidemic. A wide variety of papers provide
a reference value for both scholars and practitioners. The
proceedings book is the documentation of “the 25th International
Symposium on Advancement of Construction Management and Real
Estate” (CRIOCM 2020), which was held at the School of Public
Administration, Central China Normal University, Wuhan, China,
in 2020.
Practical Guide to Rock Tunneling
Design Added Value
Wildlife and Wind Farms - Conflicts and Solutions
CDM Questions and Answers
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Principles of Construction Safety
Handbook of Contract Management in Construction

Offers guidance for employers and self employed people in assessing
risks in the workplace. This book is suitable for firms in the
commercial, service and light industrial sectors.
The world of construction is intrinsically linked with that of finance,
from the procurement and tendering stage of projects right through to
valuation of buildings. In addition to this, things like administrations,
liquidations, mergers, take-overs, buy-outs and floatations affect
construction firms as they do all other companies. This book is a rare
explanation of common construction management activities from a
financial point of view. While the practical side of the industry is
illustrated here with case studies, the authors also take the time to
build up an understanding of balance sheets and P&L accounts before
explaining how common tasks like estimating or valuation work from
this perspective. Readers of this book will not only learn how to carry
out the tasks of a construction cost manager, quantity surveyor or
estimator, they will also understand the financial logic behind them,
and the motivations that drive senior management. This is an essential
book for students of quantity surveying or construction management,
and all ambitious practitioners.
This expanded new edition covers the entire risk management process
to give a full presentation of how risk is perceived by the public. It
demystifies risk management, examining the subject in simple and
practical terms, with no technical jargon.
This book addresses the process and principles of contract
management in construction from an international perspective. It
presents a well-structured, in-depth analysis of construction law
doctrines necessary to understand the fundamentals of contract
management. The book begins with an introduction to contract
management and contract law and formation. It then discusses the
various parties to a contract and their relevant obligations, whether
they are engineers, contractors or subcontractors. It also addresses
standard practices when drafting and revising contracts, as well as
what can be expected in standard contracts general clauses. Two
chapters are dedicated to contract clauses, with one focused on
contract administration such as schedules, payment certificates and
defects liability, and the other focused on contract management, such
as terminations, dispute resolutions and claims. This book provides a
useful reference to engineers, project managers and students within
the field of engineering and construction management.
Forensic Engineering
Construction Risk Management Decision Making
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A TEXT BOOK ON PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT
Understanding Current Practices
The Handbook for the Nebosh National General Certificate
Occupational Health and Safety in Construction Project Management
Can contractors and specialists add value to a project by theirearly involvement in design,
pricing, risk management andprogramming? How can this be structured and what role
docontracts have to play? What is the impact on procurement andproject management?
Commentators from Banwell to Egan have recommended earliercontractor appointments, and
this has also been linked tosuccessful project partnering. How are the two related? Early
Contractor Involvement in Building Procurementconsiders the case for a two stage procurement
approach based on asystem of agreed project processes during the preconstructionphase. It
examines the ways in which a contract can describeand support this model throughout its
procurement, partnering andproject management, and is illustrated with case studies taken
fromprojects and programmes across the construction and engineeringindustry. The roles of the
various parties involved, the obstacles theyencounter and the benefits they can achieve are
examined indetail. There is practical guidance on how to improve speed,economy,
sustainability, change control, dispute avoidance, andclient satisfaction. This book bridges the
gap betweencontract law, partnering and project management and will beessential reading for
middle and senior management at constructioncontractors, consultants and clients in both the
public and privatesectors.
The construction industry has not had a good record on health andsafety and faces tough legal
and financial penalties for breachesof the law. This book provides a unique resource for all
those who construct orprocure the construction of projects of all sizes and in allcountries and for
clients who need to keep abreast of their own andtheir contractors' responsibilities. It gives
practical guidance on best practice, including: * measuring performance and recording
information * developing a safety policy and method statements * assessing risk * training and
understanding people * the basics of the construction/environment interface The book
addresses several topics not found in other referenceworks, discussing techniques of health
and safety and basicenvironmental management as applied to the industry. It uniquelyprovides
50 quick reference guides setting out solutions to commonproblems. These include falls,
manual and mechanical handling, workwith asbestos and noise. It also summarises the main
UK legalrequirements on construction safety and health and includes anumber of useful
checklists and model forms. Written by a very experienced health and safety practitioner, whois
also author of the highly successful IOSH book Principles ofHealth and Safety at Work, this
book will be welcomed by allresponsible for health and safety. It will also provide anexcellent
text for the NEBOSH (National Examination Board inOccupational Safety and Health)
Construction Safety and Healthnational certificate. The author Allan St John Holt has twice been
elected to the Presidency of theUK's professional body, the Institution of Occupational Safety
andHealth. He is a Fellow of the Institution and a Registered SafetyPractitioner. An
internationally-known lecturer and writer onsafety management and other topics, he has
presented seminars andfeatured as keynote speaker at conferences on everycontinent. Allan
Holt's lifetime contribution to injury prevention wasrecognised in 1997, when he was inducted
into the Safety and HealthHall of Fame International in Chicago, Illinois for services
tointernational safety management. He is the only non-American tohave been elected Chairman
of the US National Safety Council'sConstruction Section (1991) and he received the
Council'sDistinguished Service to Safety Award in 2000. His current position as Head of Safety
at Royal Mail Group followshis previous position as Global Director of Environment, Health
andSafety for Bovis Lend Lease. Allan Holt has served as a Justice ofthe Peace since 1987.
From reviews of the book 'The book is full of valuable advice and practical help in the formof
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checklists, assessment criteria and so on ... a fine addition tosafety publications.' - Construction
Manager 'Written by a long-experienced health and safety specialist ...this is an impressive and
very satisfactory work.' - The RoSPAOccupational Safety & Health Journal Also of interest CDM
Regulations Procedures Manual Stuart Summerhayes 1 4051 0740 5 Second edition Design
Contribution to Health and Safety Management Stuart Summerhayes 1 4051 3275 2 Cover
design by Simon Witter Photograph courtesy of FREECPD LIMITED
www.thatconstructionsite.com
Construction project management requires a broad range of knowledge, from technical
expertise to leadership, negotiation, team building and communication. This practical
no–nonsense guide covers all of the essentials of the role, including: Pre-construction activities
Design management and BIM Procurement Feasibility studies Environmental management
systems People skills Recommended document formats Occupancy activities Construction
project management activities are tackled in the order they occur on real projects, with
reference made to the RIBA Plan of Work and OGC Gateway process throughout. This is the
ideal concise reference which no project manager, construction manager, or quantity surveyor
should be without.
Part 1 Introduction to construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and general
health and safety - The Construction (Design and Management Regulations 1994 explained) General health and safety Part 2 Feasibility and design stage - The Client - The Planning
Supervisor - The Designer - The Principal Contractor Part 3 Proceeding to site - The Client The planning Supervisor - The Designer - The Principal Contractor - The Pre-tender Health and
Safety Plan - The Construction phase health and safety plan Part 4 On site - The Client - The
Designer - The Planning Supervisor - The Principal Contractor - Contractors - Practical on-site
initiatives Part 5 Post Construction - Design Risk Assessment - The Health and Safety File
Appendices
HOSPITAL COMMISSIONING AND OPERATIONS STANDARDS
Risk Management in Projects
Design Professional and Construction Manager Law
Wind Energy and Wildlife Interactions
Layer of Protection Analysis
Construction Planning, Programming and Control

The new CDM regulations came into force on 6th April 2015
changing the face of pre-construction health and safety
management on construction projects, large and small. This
handbook provides a comprehensive road map to undertaking
the new Principal Designer role brings pre-construction
health and safety risk management into the hands of
architects and other designers. Offering authoritative and
straightforward guidance to carrying out these tasks, it
also uses case studies and checklists to demonstrate how
this can be done quickly and efficiently.
This book addresses an increasingly important area in the
construction industry. Case studies are used extensively to
illustrate important points and refer to current successful
safety management techniques.
This book explores various paradigms of risk, domainspecific interpretation, and application requirements and
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practices driven by mission and safety critical to business
and service entities. The chapters fall into four
categories to guide the readers with a specific focus on
gaining insight into discipline-specific case studies and
state of practice. In an increasingly intertwined global
community, understanding, evaluating, and addressing risks
and rewards will pave the way for a more transparent and
objective approach to benefiting from the promises of
advanced technologies while maintaining awareness and
control over hazards and risks. This book is conceived to
inform decision-makers and practitioners of best practices
across many disciplines and sectors while encouraging
innovation towards a holistic approach to risk in their
areas of professional practice.
There is currently an ongoing programme of UK harbour and
marina development, encouraged by government investment.
This book offers a detailed analysis of the risks involved
in coastal engineering.
Unpacking Construction Site Safety
Review of Systemization of the Tooele Chemical Agent
Disposal Facility
Good Practice for Placements Guides: Vol 3
The BIID Interior Design Job Book
A Practical Approach
How Design Increases Value for Architects and Engineers
A practical guide to the principle services of facilities management, revised and
updated The updated third edition of Facilities Manager's Desk Reference is an
invaluable resource covering all the principal facility management (FM) services.
The author—a noted facilities management expert—provides the information
needed to ensure compliance to current laws, to deliver opportunities to adopt
new ways of using built environments, and to identify creative ways to reduce
operational occupancy costs, while maintaining appropriate and productive
working environment standards. The third edition is fully updated and written in
an approachable and concise format. It is comprehensive in scope, the author
covering both hard and soft facilities management issues. Since the first edition
was published it has become a first point of reference for busy facilities
managers, saving them time by providing access to the information needed to
ensure the safe, effective and efficient running of any facilities function. This
important book: Has been fully updated, reviewing the essential data covering the
principal FM services Is highly practical, ideal for the busy FM practitioner
Presents information on legal compliance issues, the development of strategic
policies, tactical best practices, and much more Is a time-saving resource that
brings together essential, useful, and practical FM information in one handy
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volume; Written for students and professional facilities managers, Facilities
Manager's Desk Reference is designed as a practical resource that offers FMs
assistance in finding solutions to the myriad demands of the job.
The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007 (CDMRegulations
2007) is a revision of a major piece of legislationwithin the wide portfolio of
construction-related legislation. Itseeks to improve the long term health and
safety performance of theUK construction industry, with ownership of health and
safetyproactively undertaken by the integrated project team. Good design has
always embraced health and safety issues anddesign teams remain essential
players as well as key contributorsand communicators in matters of health and
safety management.Designers have a legal responsibility to ensure that their
designsaccount for health and safety at all stages within the holisticenvelope of
construction. Design Risk Management: Contribution to Health and Safetygives
detailed guidance to construction practitioners with designresponsibility on how to
identify and manage health and safetyrisks, and on the design strategies to be
followed. It seeks tofocus on accountability with due emphasis on the
minimisation ofunnecessary bureaucracy and offers documentation trails
thatprovide an insight to managing risk and not paperwork. Subsequentlyit offers
a process by which designers can discharge their dutiesin compliance with the
CDM Regulations.
This book offers a clear explanation of the principles and practiceof construction
planning, programming and control during thepreparation and construction
stages of a project. The book iswritten in the context of current procurement and
contractualarrangements and JCT2005, NEC3 and ICE7 contracts are covered.
Thestatutory framework within which construction projects must bemanaged is
explained and the topic of construction hazard and riskis covered in detail. A
variety of programming techniques areexplained and the development of safe
construction sequences andmethods is particularly emphasised. The control of
time, money andresources are considered in a risk management context and
acomplete chapter is devoted to cash flow. The third edition has been extensively
updated and extended toinclude new materials on: * Hazard identification * Risk
assessment * Health and safety management * CDM 2007 * Construction
sequences and method statements * Delay analysis * Waste management and
Site Waste Management Plans The final three chapters are devoted to individual
case studieswhich have been selected to illustrate the practical application ofthe
principles explained in the book and to provide examples ofcurrent procedures
adopted by major contractors. The content isdesigned to provide a clear and
comprehensive text forundergraduates on construction management, surveying
and civilengineering degree courses.
Construction engineering works, Construction works, Building sites, Safety
measures, Occupational safety, Health and safety management, Project
management, Construction workers, Building and Construction
Contracts, Partnering and Project Management
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Process Management in Design and Construction
Project Finance for Construction
Applied Forensic Engineering
Facilities Manager's Desk Reference
Proceedings of the 25th International Symposium on Advancement of
Construction Management and Real Estate

To deliver a construction project on time, at cost and of appropriate quality, it is critical to manage
the design and construction process effectively... This book provides a comprehensive introduction to
the field of process management in design and construction in order to meet the business needs of
the construction industry as they change in today’s highly competitive global environment. It
identifies the current state of the industry in the process management field, describing trends and
developments (including information technology), and demonstrates these through case study
evidence. Practical guidance is offered by identifying potential pitfalls, illustrating best practise
drawn from construction and appropriate manufacturing applications. The overall approach is a
holistic one, based on practical experience gained throughout the past decade both in the academic
and industrial environments, including leading a number of research projects on process and IT
related topics in construction and manufacturing industries. Process Management in Design and
Construction will provide students on construction and project management related courses with a
description of the state of process management in design and construction - including current
process models – as well as a future vision based on up-to-date research findings and good practice
in the construction industry. The book also offers practical guidance to industrial and consultancy
organisations on undertaking and implementing process management projects - including reengineering their customer delivery processes through effective project
The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007 repeal the CDM Regulations 1994
and the Construction (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1996; containing all the legal duties
regarding the design and management of a construction project and the safe operating standards
expected on a construction site. CDM 2007: Questions and Answers by Pat Perry is a pragmatic,
common-sense approach to interpreting the many queries which will inevitably arise from the new
Regulations, no matter how simplified they purport to be. The author details practical solutions to a
wide range of legal compliance issues and explores answers which go beyond the rather limited
information contained in the Approved Code of Practice which supports the Regulations. The
various duty holders, project stages and safety issues are dealt with in different chapters and the
book can be used for detailed reference or for a quick refresher on specific subjects.
This book "Risk Management Treatise for Engineering Practitioners" has been published by
academic researchers and experts on risk management concepts mainly in the construction
engineering sector. It addresses basic theories and principles of risk management backed up, in most
cases, with case studies. The contributions for this book came from authors in Europe, the Far East
and Africa, and it is hoped that the contents of this book will be useful to anyone interested in
understanding the principles and applications of risk management, especially within the construction
engineering sector. Researchers and postgraduate students in science and engineering disciplines,
especially those interested in project management, will find this book useful.
The purpose of this book is to address the gaps in current construction management publications
using theories and concepts from systems thinking and behavioural science. By looking at risk and
decision making from a broader perspective and focussing on the behaviour patterns of the people
in the industry, rather than quantitative techniques and data, the book will highlight current practices
of construction risk management decision making so that they can be readily understood by
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practitioners, researchers and advanced students.
Introduction to Health and Safety in Construction
Early Contractor Involvement in Building Procurement
Offshore: Monitoring and Mitigation
Construction Safety
Five Steps to Risk Assessment
Health and Safety for Student Placements
In 1993, at Tooele Army Depot, Utah, the Army completed construction of the Tooele
Chemical Agent Disposal Facility (TOCDF), the first complete facility for destruction of
lethal unitary chemical agents and munitions to be built in the continental United
States. The TOCDF will employ the Army's baseline incineration system to destroy the
depot's increment of the nation's aging unitary chemical stockpile. This book assesses
Army changes and improvements to the TOCDF in response to recommendations
contained in earlier reports of the committee. It assesses aspects of the facility's
readiness for safe agent handling and destruction operations, its agent monitoring
system, and its site specific risk assessment.
The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations require all those involved in
construction to adopt an integrated approach to health and safety management.
Clients, designers and contractors, as well as planning supervisors, must now work
together to ensure that health and safety management issues are considered
throughout all phases of a project. Appropriate procedures must be established to
ensure that documentation is clear and a structured approach is adopted by all those
involved in a project to ensure that the requirements of the regulations are complied
with. This Procedures Manual provides a documentation system which has been
developed by a practising planning supervisor. It addresses the full range of
obligations of the client, planning supervisor, designer(s), principal contractor and
contractors for compliance with the statutory requirements and features: flow charts
checklists model forms (including service agreements, notices and health and safety
plans) standard letters and proformas In addition to providing the necessary
documentary record, the Procedures Manual also functions as a control document for
quality assurance purposes. The new edition has been revised to take account of
Approved Code of Practice for the Regulations.
This book has all non-clinical chapters, as for all clinical chapters I will be publishing
the second book soon. These standards should be used by all healthcare service
leaders in hospital commissioning, operations, quality improvement, patient safety and
risk management.
This Practical Guide to Rock Tunneling fills an important void in the literature for a
practical guide to the design and construction of tunnels in rock. Practical Guide to
Rock Tunneling takes the reader through all the critical steps of the design and
construction for rock tunnels starting from geotechnical site investigations through to
construction supervision. The guide provides suggestions and recommendations for
practitioners on special topics of laboratory testing, durability of rock and acceptance
for unlined water conveyance tunnels, overstressing or deep and long tunnels, riskbased evaluation of excavation methods, contract strategies, and post-construction
inspections. Key considerations and lessons learned from selected case projects are
presented based on the author’s extensive international experience of over 30 years
and 1000 km of tunneling for civil, hydropower, and mining infrastructure, including
some of the most recognized projects in the world to date. Instead of revisiting all
theory and concepts that can be found in other sources, this book contains the hard
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learned lessons from the author’s experience in the field of Rock Tunneling, gathered
over 30 years of service.
Risk Management Treatise for Engineering Practitioners
CDM Regulations Procedures Manual
CDM 2007
Design Risk Management
A Professional Approach to Investigation
Construction Project Manager’s Pocket Book

Layer of protection analysis (LOPA) is a recently developed, simplified
method of risk assessment that provides the much-needed middle ground
between a qualitative process hazard analysis and a traditional, expensive
quantitative risk analysis. Beginning with an identified accident scenario,
LOPA uses simplifying rules to evaluate initiating event frequency,
independent layers of protection, and consequences to provide an order-ofmagnitude estimate of risk. LOPA has also proven an excellent approach
for determining the safety integrity level necessary for an instrumented
safety system, an approach endorsed in instrument standards, such as ISA
S84 and IEC 61511. Written by industry experts in LOPA, this pioneering
book provides all the necessary information to undertake and complete a
Layer of Protection Analysis during any stage in a processes' life cycle.
Loaded with tables, charts, and examples, this book is invaluable to
technical experts involved with ensuring the safety of a process. Because
of its simplified, quicker risk assessment approach, LOPA is destined to
become a widely used technique. Join other major companies and start
your LOPA efforts now by purchasing this book.
The BIID Interior Design Job Book is the first book to set out the
professional standard for running an interior design project. It does so step
by step, in a sequence designed to complement the construction industry’s
standard Plan of Work, providing guidance at every stage of a job from
appraisal of the client’s requirements through to completion. Suitable for
all interior design projects – whether small or large – and for both interior
designers working in an integrated design team and those acting as lead
consultant, it brings a codified procedure and a professional rigour to the
way your practice works and the way your projects run – vital for achieving
a professional edge in a competitive field. Its hands-on approach is
supplemented by numerous model letters and specimen forms, which the
designer can quickly adapt to any job in question.
Much of the knowledge used to design, build, and operate engineered
facilities and products is gained by learning from failures. As catastrophic
building failures become ever more costly, this book helps readers
understand key issues, from determining the causes of failure and isolating
failed parts to lessening personal liability through proper contracting,
planning, and management.
This book presents a selection of new insights in understanding and
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mitigating impacts on wildlife and their habitats. Topics such as, species
behaviour and responses; collision risk and fatality estimation; landscape
features and gradients, are considered. Other chapters in the book cover
the results of current research on mitigation; compensation; effectiveness
of measures; monitoring and long-term effects; planning and siting.
Examples are given of current research on shutdown on demand and
curtailment algorithms. By identifying what we have learned so far, and
which predominate uncertainties and gaps remain for future research, this
book contributes to the most up to date knowledge on research and
management options. This book includes presentations from the
Conference on Wind Energy and Wildlife impacts (CWW15), March 2015,
hosted by the Berlin Institute of Technology, which offered a platform to
national and international participants to showcase the current state of
knowledge in wind energy’s wildlife implications.
Principal Designer's Handbook
Perspectives on Risk, Assessment and Management Paradigms
Learning from Construction Failures
Contribution to Health and Safety
Construction and Renovation
Introduction to Health and Safety at Work
Wind farms are an essential component of global renewable energy policy and the action to limit the
effects of climate change. There is, however, considerable concern over the impacts of wind farms on
wildlife, leading to a wide range of research and monitoring studies, a growing body of literature and
several international conferences on the topic. This unique multi-volume work provides a
comprehensive overview of the interactions between wind farms and wildlife. Volume 4 provides a
state-of-the-science guide to monitoring and mitigation to minimise or even eliminate impacts on
wildlife from offshore wind farms. The survey and monitoring section includes detailed chapters on
fish and invertebrate communities, marine mammals and seabirds, and a chapter dedicated to the
use of tracking technology applied to birds. The section continues with a chapter on collision risk
and population modelling that underpins much current impact assessment, and a chapter detailing
how collision risk for birds and bats may be monitored at sea. The mitigation section comprises
chapters outlining mitigation options and strategies for birds and bats, and how to mitigate the effects
of noise, especially during construction, on marine mammals and fish. A chapter on perspectives on
marine spatial planning as applied to wind farms concludes the volume. The authors have been
carefully selected from across the globe from the large number of academics, consultants and
practitioners now engaged in wind farm studies, for their influential contribution to the science.
Edited by Martin Perrow and with contributions by over 40 leading researchers including: Aonghais
Cook, Thomas Dahlgren, Johann K ppel, Meike Scheidat, Henrik Skov, Chris Thaxter & Frank
Thomsen. The authors represent a wide range of organisations and institutions including the
Universities of Gothenberg, Ghent, Highlands & Islands and Wageningen, Chalmers University of
Technology and Technical University of Berlin, British Trust for Ornithology, The Carbon Trust,
Institute of Avian Research Vogelwarte Helgoland, Institute for Applied Ecosystem Research
(IfA ), Norwegian Institute for Nature Research (NINA) and Sea Mammal Research Unit
(SMRU); as well as several leading consultancies. Each chapter includes informative figures, tables,
photographs and detailed case studies. Several of the latter are produced stand-alone from invited
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specialists to ensure geographic spread and to showcase exciting new research. This book is designed
as the definitive guide on the topic for practitioners, researchers, managers and planners as well as
students in higher education engaged in studies of the environment, ecology, climate change,
conservation and impact assessment. Other volumes: Volume 1: Onshore: Potential Effects
(978-1-78427-119-0) Volume 2: Onshore: Monitoring and Mitigation (978-1-78427-123-7)
Volume 3: Offshore: Potential Effects (978-1-78427-127-5)
This volume fully covers the syllabus for the NEBOSH Certificate in Construction Safety and
Health. It has been updated in line with changes in legislation regarding fire safety, noise and
vibration, work at height, construction design and control of hazardous substances.
"The investigation of failures - ranging from serviceability to catastrophic - which may lead to legal
activity, including both civil and criminal."-- Ed. pref.
The first edition of the Code of Practice for Project Management for Construction and
Development, published in 1992, was groundbreaking in many ways. Now in its fifth edition,
prepared by a multi-institute task force coordinated by the CIOB and including representatives from
RICS, RIBA, ICE, APM and CIC, it continues to be the authoritative guide and reference to the
principles and practice of project management in construction and development. Good project
management in construction relies on balancing the key constraints of time, quality and cost in the
context of building functionality and the requirements for sustainability within the built
environment. Thoroughly updated and restructured to reflect the challenges that the industry faces
today, this edition continues to drive forward the practice of construction project management. The
principles of strategic planning, detailed programming and monitoring, resource allocation and
effective risk management, widely used on projects of all sizes and complexity, are all fully covered.
The integration of Building Information Modelling at each stage of the project life is a feature of this
edition. In addition, the impact of trends and developments such as the internationalisation of
construction projects and the drive for sustainability are discussed in context. Code of Practice will
be of particular value to clients, project management professionals and students of construction, as
well as to the wider construction and development industries. Much of the information will also be
relevant to project management professionals operating in other commercial spheres.
Code of Practice for Project Management for Construction and Development
Construction Risk in Coastal Engineering
Simplified Process Risk Assessment
Guide to the CDM Regulations 2015
The Handbook for the NEBOSH Construction Certificate
Presentations from the CWW2015 Conference
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